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Context
Most of nowadays consumer electronics devices such as smartphones, tablets or set-top boxes are powered by Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC). MPSoC integrate on a single die multiple generalist computation cores, memories and specialized or reconfigurable accelerators, allowing to improve performance as well as to reduce energy consumption. MPSoC are also named as Heterogeneous Multicores. The main components of the MPSoC are connected together using a Network-on-Chip (NoC). Analysts predict that future MPSoC will feature thousands of computation units after 2020.

In such highly parallel architecture, the affectation of a computation unit to a task (task placement), as well as the storage of a piece of data in one of the memories (data placement), are key factors for run-time performance and energy consumption. Allocating too much data that are very frequently accessed by different cores to a single memory is likely to create congestion on the NoC around that memory, increasing execution time. Oppositely, placing a low priority task alone on a computation unit while the system is not on a high load will prevent to offline that computation unit, which would have allowed to reduce energy consumption. Another important issue is to put data in physical memories close (in terms of NoC wiring) to the computation units hosting the tasks processing these data, in order to reduce NoC usage, memory transfer and cache miss, hence reducing energy consumption and execution time.

Such placement decision can usually not be completely taken in advance, and have to be made dynamically at run time. Existing placement mechanics are designed to be simple to implement and fast to execute, however they have very limited information on execution history, which can lead to inappropriate placement. This study is similar to the principle of hardware prefetching in cache, which is critical for improving performance of high-end processor systems [LKV12].

A promising solution is to analyze application execution history, traffic in the NoC, or access to the shared memory, to detect patterns in the execution and exploit these patterns to take better placement decisions. We have shown that when analyzing post-mortem execution data with data mining methods, it was possible to detect behaviors leading to subpar performance [LTP13, LTP14].

Discovering potentially complex correlations is handled by Pattern Mining algorithms, whose goal is to explore a huge combinatorial space efficiently. There are several ways to reduce the number of patterns output to a manageable size, one of the most drastic being pattern sampling. The idea is to only compute a set of frequent patterns, and to have statistical guarantees that these patterns are a “good” sample of the complete set of patterns. Pattern sampling algorithms are a promising approach for performing a pattern-based analysis of data streams [DLD17, Cha+14, Bol+11, AZ09]. In recent work we have shown that an FPGA accelerator for pattern sampling can outperform a state-of-the-art implementation on a server class CPU [GST19]. We also had contributions to
sampling on high-rate data streams and would like to continue in this direction by embedding such hardware pattern miner into a multcore architecture as a mean to improve its performance.

Objectives

The objective of this Master thesis is to improve placement decision during execution using data mining techniques. This means designing novel data mining algorithms that can analyze execution information on-chip, using as few resources as possible, and provide relevant information to take better placement decisions. This on-chip miner can be seen as a smart hardware monitor that can help a supervisor, e.g., the Operating System, to take decision to improve performance and energy efficiency. Example of decision could be to change voltage/frequency, migrate tasks, perform just-in-time (JIT) compilation to modify code parallelism or version, migrate tasks from HW to SW or from a core to another, or change parallelism on the HW.

A second objective of this work, related to the field of computer architecture, is to determine which type of data should be collected in the context of a heterogeneous multicores (i.e., processor cores, memory banks, and hardware accelerators), which type of decision should be taken and what would be the cost overhead of implementing pattern mining algorithms in hardware. Sense, process and react (in real time and on-chip) is a key technique for improving performance of emerging and future multicores systems. First, on-chip hardware and/or software performance monitors must be defined to collect data such as cache miss, memory access, temperature, network contention, etc. Then, different parameters of the architecture can be modified depending on the results of pattern mining. Finally, a study on the complexity of accelerating in hardware the data mining algorithms has to be carried out. We do not want this hardware monitor to be more complex than the core itself.

The last objective of this work will be to propose a solid evaluation method in order to estimate the gains of the proposed techniques. This methodology will include the choice of a variety of workloads to run which may benefit from the dynamic data or task placement strategies proposed, as well as measures of performance gains in various areas, such as execution time or energy consumption. Architecture-level simulation will be performed on a multicore simulator, such as sniper [SniperSim] with which we have some experience.

The candidate is required to have a strong interest for algorithms, as well as a solid programming background in C/C++. A prior data mining experience will be appreciated, but is not necessary. On the computer architecture side, the candidate is required to have a good knowledge in computer architecture in general and in multicores in particular. Skills on architecture design, and especially on high-level synthesis of hardware from C/C++ will be appreciated.

Note on the bibliography: for the bibliography part of this Master thesis, some pattern sampling techniques will be studied from the literature as well as our previous work in FPGA accelerators. The project will consist in collecting some data from multicore simulation (e.g., the traffic on the NoC) and to apply some analysis using the previously studied pattern sampling algorithms to see if some patterns can be extracted (e.g., are there some patterns like multicast/broadcast?) and used to improve performance of the same code executed on the multicore with another configuration.
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